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For Immediate Release

Made in the USA, 4mm-thick LVT from the Uninterrupted Collection 

Eliminates the Need for Transition Strips to Carpet

May 27, 2019 — At NeoCon 2019, Mannington Commercial will be featuring the 

Uninterrupted Collection: 4mm-thick LVT that eliminates the need for transition 

strips to carpet. Without the visual break of a transition, Uninterrupted makes it 

simple to achieve a seamless, cohesive look in spaces with multiple flooring types.

The Uninterrupted Collection offers twelve fresh visuals to suit all types of spaces, 

including eight woods in 7.25” x 48” planks and four stones in 12” x 24” tiles. 

The styles feature a palette of warm and cool tones and visuals that work with 

aesthetics from classic to contemporary. Uninterrupted is designed to coordinate 

beautifully with Mannington Commercial’s range of carpet and hard surface 

flooring collections, so it is easy to give spaces a coherent look while using different 

types of flooring in different areas. 

The Uninterrupted Collection has a 20 mil wear layer and features Quantum Guard 

Elite®, Mannington Commercial’s industry-leading performance technology. LVT 

with Quantum Guard Elite is proven to provide the highest scratch resistance 

in the industry, with a patent-pending two-part wear layer and aluminum oxide 

infused top coat. Quantum Guard Elite provides superior durability, dimensional 

stability and impact resistance. LVT with Quantum Guard Elite is also easy and 

cost-effective to maintain, with no need for polishing. The Uninterrupted Collection 

carries a limited fifteen-year commercial warranty and limited fifteen-year 

Quantum Guard Elite wear warranty.

In addition to design and performance advantages, the Uninterrupted Collection 

offers the environmental benefit of containing 2% rapidly renewable resource 

content. The collection is FloorScore certified and features an Industry-wide 3rd 

Party Type III EPD. 

The Uninterrupted Collection is made by Mannington Commercial in Madison, 

Georgia. Manufacturing in the USA not only supports local economies but 
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also allows Mannington Commercial to provide clients with better quality control 

and service, faster shipping and a vast array of flooring products—including 

Uninterrupted LVT—without overseas shipping costs or price increases due to higher 

tariffs.

The Uninterrupted Collection will be on view at NeoCon 2019 in the Mannington 

Commercial Showroom, #1039.

About Mannington Commercial

Mannington Commercial crafts flooring with purpose. The company offers a full  

range of products designed to inspire creativity and deliver advanced performance 

in all types of commercial spaces. Across modular carpet, broadloom, LVT, resilient 

sheet and rubber, customers receive coordinated solutions to meet their specific 

goals. The fourth-generation, family-owned company is guided by this dedication 

to its customers and to making a positive impact on the environment and local 

communities. manningtoncommercial.com

###

Inquiries: Kathy Long, 706.602.6330, kathy.long@mannington.com
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